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ABSTRACT
Academic writing in English can be challenging for non-native
English speakers (NNESs). AI-powered rewriting tools can poten-
tially improve NNESs’ writing outcomes at a low cost. However,
whether and how NNESs make valid assessments of the revisions
provided by these algorithmic recommendations remains unclear.
We report a study where NNESs leverage an AI-powered rewriting
tool, Langsmith, to polish their drafted academic essays. We exam-
ined the participants’ interactions with the tool via user studies
and interviews. Our data reveal that most participants used Lang-
smith in combination with other tools, such as machine translation
(MT), and those who used MT had different ways of understanding
and evaluating Langsmith’s suggestions than those who did not.
Based on these findings, we assert that NNESs’ quality assessment
in AI-powered rewriting tools is influenced by the simultaneous
use of multiple tools, offering valuable insights into the design of
future rewriting tools for NNESs.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI; •
Computing methodologies→ Natural language generation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
English has become the world’s lingua franca, bringing inevitable
disadvantages to non-native English speakers (NNESs), especially
those with low English proficiency, in numerous aspects of work
and business. Academia is one such field where English dominates.
NNES researchers may find it challenging to write an academicman-
uscript in English concisely, clearly, and fluently, without spelling or
grammatical errors. Helping NNESs overcome such language barri-
ers is important to achieve diversity and inclusion in academia [28].

AI-powered rewriting tools play an important role in diminish-
ing these language barriers [9, 12]. The current designs of such
tools typically involve machines suggesting potential revisions
(e.g., correcting grammatical errors and improving wording) to a
user-written draft sentence [22]. However, users must themselves
determine whether such revisions are compatible with their writing
goals, regardless of their English abilities. This raises several ques-
tions about NNESs in these situations, including why they accept or
reject AI-provided revisions, and how they form an overall assess-
ment of these AI-powered tools. This issue has become increasingly
pertinent as more individuals are utilizing AI-powered tools, such
as ChatGPT1, to polish up their sentences. Despite the sophistica-
tion of such AI tools, users are ultimately responsible for deciding
whether or not to adopt the suggested changes. Understanding
how users (e.g., NNESs) interact with and assess AI-powered tools
is an important step toward designing better human-AI collabo-
rative writing systems. To date, the use of AI-powered rewriting
tools has been studied extensively in human-computer interaction
(HCI) [4, 29, 54]. Yet, little of this research has focused on NNESs.

1https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt
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(i) User-selected part

(ii) Typicality score(ii) AI-generated suggestions
(Red: deleted part, Blue: added part)
The orange suggestion at the top indicates the currently selected one, 
which will be replaced by the original sentence if the user selected.

The orange score bar is each 
suggestion’s probability score.

Figure 1: Screenshot of Langsmith. (i) The sentence selected by the user. (ii) The blue and red highlights indicate the addition
and deletion of words or phrases in the user-selected sentence, respectively. (iii) The orange typicality bar indicating how
natural a sentence is that is calculated using a language model.

Through a series of investigations using Langsmith [22] (Fig. 1),
we studied how NNESs assess the validity of proposed revisions
made by an AI-powered rewriting tool. Like other rewriting tools,
Langsmith suggests potential revisions in terms of grammaticality,
fluency, and style once the user inputs a draft sentence. Inspired by
prior work [33] showing that NNESs uses a variety of resources,
including search systems and dictionaries, to verify machine trans-
lation (MT) results, we conducted a preliminary investigation on
resources that NNESs often use along with Langsmith. Our prelimi-
nary survey of NNES Langsmith users in Japan 2 revealed that many
used MT in conjunction with this rewriting tool. This suggests that
the use of MT is a common practice among NNES Langsmith users
in Japan, and raises the question of how this might impact their
assessment of the potential revisions offered by the rewriting tool.
To explore this issue further, we conducted user studies and in-
terviews. When analyzing the results, we observed differences in
decision-making between those who did and did not use MT tools
alongside Langsmith. Specifically, we investigated how members
of these groups differed regarding whether and how they adopted
the rewriting tool’s suggestions, and explored factors influencing
their overall assessment of the tool.

Our findings suggest that NNESs who used MT tend to face dif-
ficulty making appropriate selections on their own when assessing
rewriting suggestions, and so they relied on other resources such as
the score provided by the tool and back-translation. Furthermore,
those NNESs who depended on other language support resources,
such as MT, were more likely to lose confidence in the rewriting
support tool when they discovered evident errors in the tool’s sug-
gestions. In contrast, NNESs who did not use MT in conjunction
with the rewriting tool were more likely to view such errors as
common and were less likely to be influenced in their assessment of
the tool’s effectiveness. There was some evidence that NNESs who

2Japan is one of the countries with low English proficiency according to the EF English
proficiency index (www.ef.com/wwen/epi/regions/asia/japan/).

relied on MT tended to possess lower English proficiency, while
those who relied on their own abilities tended to have higher profi-
ciency. These findings suggest that NNESs’ perception and behavior
towards an AI-based rewriting tool are not solely affected by the
tool itself, but also by their simultaneous use of other tools such as
MT. We provide valuable insights to the future design of rewriting
tools for NNESs, emphasizing on the importance of studying these
tools in conjunction with other language support resources and
understanding the role of MT and other language support resources
in shaping users’ perceptions and behaviors when using rewriting
support tools.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Writing environments for NNESs
English is the dominant language in numerous domains, including
academia. NNESs may find themselves at a disadvantage due to a
lack of knowledge of English grammar, collocations, phrases, and
style [15, 20, 41, 44]. Huang [20] interviewed NNES Ph.D. students
and found that many felt at a disadvantage due to their limited
English proficiency. NNES students appear to draft the content of
their planned writing in their native languages and then translate
it into the target language during the writing process [5]. Thus, a
lack of English skills can prolong writing times and, in some cases,
lead to manuscript rejection despite reporting valuable research
results [15, 20, 43, 44]. Although translation and editing services
can be used to address this language barrier, this comes at a steep
financial cost [44]. In addition to negative career impacts in ‘pub-
lish or perish’ academic environments, these barriers reduce the
visibility of NNESs’ research, which is detrimental to diversity and
inclusion goals.

www.ef.com/wwen/epi/regions/asia/japan/
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2.2 AI-powered rewriting tools
To overcome the above-mentioned barriers in writing and publish-
ing activities, researchers have proposed and developed rewriting
software specifically for academic papers written in English by
NNESs [7, 10], which suggest more fluent sentences to their written
text [13, 22, 23, 25, 37]. Many of these tools employ a user interface
(UI) that suggests multiple alternatives to human-written drafts
in their user interfaces [3, 22, 29, 54], and the human author then
selects the one that best fits his or her intentions. Several UIs display
scores alongside their suggestions, such as a prediction probability
or confidence score [e.g., 16] in the hope that they will improve the
users’ performance in evaluating and adopting model outputs [14].

2.3 Interaction between NNESs and AI-powered
writing tools

Although the performance of AI-powered writing support tools,
including rewriting tools, is improving dramatically, their sugges-
tions sometimes contain errors [24]. Moreover, AI-powered writing
support tools are unable to provide users with reasons for their
suggestions. Therefore, even if a probability score for each sugges-
tion is presented, users must decide which suggestion to accept as
appropriate based on information extrinsic to the system: often, a
personal knowledge of English, which is inevitably lower among
NNESs than among native speakers.

Studies indicated that NNESs have difficulty thinking and mak-
ing judgments in English [5], and therefore tend to rely on MT.
According to previous work [2, 30, 32], MT aids the NNESs’ English-
writing process by allowing them to write in their native language
and ultimately helps them write better English than on their own.

Despite these findings indicating that NNESs tend to use their
native language during their English-writing process and increas-
ingly rely on MTs, research on human interaction with AI-powered
writing support tools has mostly focused on native English speak-
ers [4, 29, 54]. Among few exceptions, Buschek et al. [3] found that
NNESs were more accepting of AI suggestions than native English
speakers. However, the reason behind this result remains unclear,
indicating a lack of understanding of how NNESs are affected by
and use of the tools. Similarly, Ito et al. [22] have demonstrated
that an AI-powered rewriting tool improves the English writing of
Japanese students; however, how users assess and adopt rewriting
suggestions has not been investigated. To address this gap in the
existing research, we conducted a behavioral study on the users of
an AI-powered writing tool.

3 RESEARCH TOOL: LANGSMITH
We adopted Langsmith [22], an AI-powered rewriting tool specif-
ically tuned for academic English (Figure 1), as the focus of our
research. The main users are NNES Japanese researchers and stu-
dents.

While Langsmith offers several functions, including autocomple-
tion, this study focuses on the rewrite function, which is its main
feature, as indicated by the survey results of Ito et al. [22]. For each
sentence that the user selects using the cursor, Langsmith suggests
multiple rewritten options, as shown in Fig. 1. If the user selects

part of a sentence, Langsmith intensively suggests rewritten op-
tions for that part.3 Furthermore, Langsmith provides a “typicality
score” for each rewrite candidate (orange bars shown in Fig. 1);
the higher the score, the more likely the candidate is to be a good
choice. This score is based on the generation probability of that
sentence as calculated by the language model. A language model is
often used to assess sentence fluency in NLP [27, 53]. In the present
context, the typicality score is relative between suggestions, and
the suggestions are ranked by the typicality score.

These functions are broadly the representative of other writ-
ing support tools that suggest rewritten alternatives to users’ in-
put [e.g., 3, 29, 54]. In particular, rewriting is a common feature
in AI-powered writing support tools [8], such as wordtune4 and
quillbot5. Consequently, studying the ways in which users employ
Langsmith provides findings that are relevant to other software as
well. We chose to focus on Langsmith because, for this study, we
were able to provide users with a modified version of Langsmith
suitable for addressing our research questions. Additionally, investi-
gating first-time users is advantageous in controlling other factors
that could affect their impressions of the rewriting tool. Although
users’ perceptions of a rewriting tool may change over time, our
study provides an initial step toward comprehending how users’ en-
gagement with a rewriting tool is shaped by simultaneously using
complementary technologies.

4 PRELIMINARY STUDY
Our preliminary study is aimed at investigating what other tools
people use in conjunction with Langsmith in their writing process.
Using a survey, we asked about the tools the respondents usually
used when writing papers in English and how they used Langsmith.
This survey was sent to individuals on the Langsmith user mailing
list and also posted on Twitter. We received responses from 39
Japanese adults (33 males and 6 females), whose average age was
32 (range: 22–54). They included thirteen faculty members, nine
Master’s students, nine Ph.D. students, one industry researcher,
five public institution researchers, and two others. Survey results
indicated that 85% of the respondents used MT tools such as DeepL
and Google Translate in conjunction with Langsmith. A total of
75% used grammatical error correction tools like Grammarly and
Trinka. More than 70% of the respondents also reported using other
online/offline resources (e.g., Hyper Collocation and Power The-
saurus) to look up example sentences and alternative expressions.
To the question of how they usually use Langsmith, exactly half
of those surveyed answered that they used other editors to create
English text and copied them into Langsmith as needed; under a
third responded that they pasted MT output into Langsmith for
editing; and five stated that they wrote sentences into Langsmith
directly.

In sum, respondents typically used the rewriting tool in com-
bination with other tools — mostly MT and other rewriting tools
— while writing academic English. This result helps us formulate
specific research questions and construct the design for our main
study. We formed our research questions around how the use of
3Langsmith may rewrite areas outside of the selected range if the rewrite of the part
requires another adjustment or if there are errors.
4https://wordtune.com/
5https://quillbot.com/

https://wordtune.com/
https://quillbot.com/
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other tools affects NNESs to assess the appropriateness/validity
of the rewriting suggestions. Because numerous users employed
MT, we were particularly interested in understanding how this
affects their use of rewriting tools and the writing process, and
what factors influence the usefulness of the tools.

5 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Our preliminary study and recent literature reviewed in Section 2
show that NNESs increasingly rely on MT tools. Thus, we pose the
following research question:
RQ1: How do NNESs use MT alongside an AI-powered rewriting
tool during their writing process?

Based on the answers to RQ1, we investigate how NNESs use
AI-powered rewriting tools. When an AI-powered rewriting tool
recommends word replacements, grammatical corrections, etc., it
is not always possible for NNESs to make informed choices about
whether these recommendations are worth adopting. Prior research
has reported that NNESs use various strategies to verify MT output,
such as using external resources (e.g., dictionaries, other MT soft-
ware, and back-translation) or asking experts [33]. In the case of
rewriting tools that provide their suggestions in English, however,
it is unclear what strategies NNESs use to determine whether a
suggestion should be adopted or rejected. Therefore, we ask
RQ2: How do NNESs decide whether or not to accept the sug-
gestions of an AI-powered rewriting tool? What, if any, is the
difference in the approach of NNESs who use MT and those
who do not in assessing the suggestions?

Finally, we are interested in how users form an overall assess-
ment of a rewriting tool, such as their perceptions of usefulness
and reliability. This is an important issue because whether users
continue to use a system depends on these perceptions [11]. We pay
particular attention to what kind of writing suggestions influence
NNESs assessments.

Further, we investigate differences between those who use MT
and those who do not because we want to understand how rewrit-
ing tools are evaluated in relation to other tools, especially MT.
Therefore, our next question is
RQ3: What factors are key to NNESs’ overall assessment in a
rewriting tool, and are there differences between those who use
MT and those who do not regarding these factors?

6 MAIN STUDY
To explore the research questions presented in Section 5, we de-
signed the main study, in which NNESs performed English-writing
tasks using Langsmith’s rewriting mode, followed by an online
interview. To ensure that the focus of the main study remains solely
on rewriting, we disabled features other than the rewriting feature.6
Participants in the study were Japanese researchers and students
recruited through a crowdsourcing platform. We collected data
from screen recordings of them doing English writing tasks and
transcriptions of the interviews. We then analyze their writing pro-
cess and compare those who used MT to those who did not use MT.
The detailed methodology is described in subsequent sections.

6Langsmith offers a feature wherein adding the special token ‘()‘ prompts the software
to provide suggestions by replacing the token with a word or phrase. As this feature is
not found in tools such as wordtune and quillbot, we disabled it for this study.

6.1 Procedure
A crowdsourcing platform, CrowdWorks7 was used to recruit 24
NNESs, of whom 21 completed the writing tasks, as detailed in Sec-
tion 6.3 below. After receiving a briefing on the study and signing
consent forms, they were shown a video that explained how to
use Langsmith. To familiarize themselves with this tool and the
task format, they were asked to perform a brief (approximately
10-minute) practice writing task using Langsmith. Subsequently,
they were asked to work on two writing tasks and make screen
recordings during their writing process. The tasks were distributed
to the participants via Google Docs, and we asked them to write
their final answers on the same Google Docs files. The order of the
two tasks was randomized among the participants. As our prelimi-
nary study indicates that NNESs use various tools for writing, we
allowed the use of other tools besides Langsmith. However, the use
of any such tools that could not be captured in screen recordings
was forbidden. Notably, all participants had default access to the
spelling- and grammar-correction functions of Google Docs.

Online semi-structured interviewswere conductedwithin aweek
after both main tasks were completed. We randomly selected 15
participants and invited them for a follow-up interview, and 14
participated. The interview protocol was designed to encourage the
interviewees to reflect on their writing process, including questions
about their general practices when writing academic papers, use of
writing-support tools, opinions and impressions of Langsmith, and
how they assessed/selected the suggestions provided. All interviews
were conducted in Japanese; they were audio-recorded, and lasted
approximately one hour (range: 56–74 minutes). Compensation for
participation in the main study was calculated based on the local
pay rates for part-time work: participants who participated only in
the writing task received 4,500 yen, and those who participated in
both the writing task and the interview received 7,500 yen.

6.2 Writing tasks
We adapted all writing tasks from examples of the International
English Language Testing System (IELTS) Academic Writing Task
1 posted on the website of iPassIELTS (an online IELTS course
provider) with the company’s permission. Each task comprised a bar
graph and a table, which the participants were asked to describe.8
The original IELTS Academic Writing Task 1 requires examinees to
write a minimum of 150 words, and the estimated time for complet-
ing it is 20 minutes.9 However, when we initially asked two NNES
members of our laboratory team to complete a sample task, we
found that a 20-minute limit left them very little time to polish their
writing. Therefore, we provided a 30-min window for each writing
task. However, we did not set a strict time limit, as our principal
goal was not to assess the participants’ English-writing ability, but
rather to obtain a detailed picture of their English-writing process.

6.3 Participants
We recruited the participants for the main study via CrowdWorks,
a Japanese crowdsourcing service. The participation criteria were:
7https://crowdworks.jp/
8https://www.ipassielts.com/ielts_training/study_plans_single/leisure-time and
https://www.ipassielts.com/ielts_training/study_plans_single/ielts_task1_hotel_
occupancy
9https://www.ielts.org/for-test-takers/test-format

https://crowdworks.jp/
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Table 1: Demographics of participants in main study. ∗ indi-
cates those who participated in the interview. CEFR is a lan-
guage proficiency scale consisting of six levels: A1=beginners
< A2 < B1 < B2 < C1 < C2= proficient. “Papers” shows the par-
ticipants’ number of English publications before the study.
✓indicates the participants who used MT in the main study.

CEFR Papers Profession Use of MT

P1∗ A2 0 Ph.D. stu. ✓
P2 B1 7+ faculty member ✓
P3∗ B2 0 undergraduate stu.
P4∗ B2 5 − 6 faculty member
P5∗ C1 0 undergraduate stu.
P6∗ n/a 0 Ph.D. stu. ✓
P7 C2 7+ public institution res.
P8∗ n/a 7+ public institution res. ✓
P9 B1 0 master’s stu. ✓
P10∗ A2 0 master’s stu. ✓
P11∗ B1 0 master’s stu. ✓
P12∗ A2 3 − 4 undergraduate stu. ✓
P13∗ n/a 7+ faculty member
P14∗ B1 1 − 2 Ph.D. stu. ✓
P15 A1 1 − 2 master’s stu. ✓
P16∗ B1 0 master’s stu. ✓
P17 A2 0 Ph.D. stu. ✓
P18∗ B2 0 Ph.D. stu. ✓
P19 B2 3 − 4 industry res. ✓
P20∗ n/a 1 − 2 Ph.D. stu.
P21 A2 1 − 2 physician ✓

1) experience in writing academic English within the previous three
years, and/or 2) a plan to write a paper in English within the fol-
lowing year. Of the 24 Japanese students and researchers who were
recruited 10, three failed to complete the study due to technolog-
ical issues, resulting in a final pool of 21 participants (13 males,
8 females) with a mean age of 31.8 (range: 20-47). None of them
had prior experience using Langsmith. This is because we were
interested in how their interactions with other tools might shape
their initial impression of the tool (RQ3), which was made possible
by focusing on novice users. Three were undergraduate students,
four were Master’s students, seven were Ph.D. students, one was an
industry researcher, two were public institution researchers, three
were faculty members, and one was a physician. Nine had never
written a manuscript in English, but were intending to do so in the
coming year, while four were rather experienced with more than
seven English publications. Participants’ English proficiency levels
were reported as follows: one beginner (A1), five elementary (A2),
four intermediate (B1), four upper-intermediate (B2), one advanced
(C1), one professional(C2) on the Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages (CEFR), and four did not report previous
English proficiency testing. 14 participants (i.e., those marked with
asterisks in Table 1) participated in the post-task interviews.

10All participants’ first language was Japanese.

6.4 Measurement and analysis
We collected screen recording data from 21 participants and au-
dio data from 14 interviews. Because we were interested in how
participants used other tools alongside Langsmith, we first noted
which tools they used during the writing tasks. 15 participants (71%)
used MT, and 11 (52%) used web searches in addition to Langsmith.
Four also used Grammarly, a grammatical error correction tool.
Although Grammarly has a full-sentence rewriting feature, this fea-
ture is only available to paid users, and all four of the participants
in question used the free plan.11

MT vs. noMT groups. Because MT was the most commonly used
tool, particularly important for NNESs, we divided our participants
into two groups, namely theMT and noMT groups. This allowed us
to differentiate between the assessment of Langsmith’s suggestions
between those who used MT and those who did not. We compared
these two groups’ writing performances and analyzed differences
in how their respective member sets assessed the suggestions made
by Langsmith and formed impressions of it.

Writing performance. In understanding the differences in the
writing processes between the MT and noMT groups, it is cru-
cial to consider the participants’ writing performance. We asked
iPassIELTS to rate the participants’ writing based on the indica-
tors usually employed when providing course feedback.12 Each
participant’s text was evaluated in four aspects: “Task achievement,”
“Coherence and cohesion,” “Lexical resource,” and “Grammatical
range and accuracy.” Each aspect consists of two scoring items,
and all items were rated on the same four-point scale, i.e., 1 =
satisfactory, 2 = good, 3 = very good, and 4 = excellent.

Video recordings. We used video recordings to address RQ1 and
RQ2. To identify the tools used by participants along with Lang-
smith (RQ1), we reviewed the video recordings and counted the
number of participants using each tool. For MT, we categorized its
usage into two types: forward-translation (Japanese → English)
and back-translation (English → Japanese). Forward-translation
is commonly used to translate complex sentences into a foreign
language, whereas back-translation is used to confirm the accu-
racy of MT output [33]. To address RQ2, we observed the video
recordings and identified which tools were used for assessing the
Langsmith suggestions. Importantly, the use of MT to validate Lang-
smith’s suggestions was limited to back-translation, as Langsmith’s
suggestions were listed in English.

Interviews. The interviews added nuance to the findings from
video analysis in RQ 1 and 2, shedding light on participants’ com-
mon practices of using various resources including MT when writ-
ing in English, as well as their reasons for using each tool. During
the interview, participants were shown clips from video recordings
in which Langsmith was being used or switched to another tool,
and then we asked how the suggestions were assessed, and why the
tools were switched. Additionally, the interviews addressed RQ3,
investigating participants’ attitudes toward AI-based rewriting sug-
gestions and identifying factors that influenced their assessment
11Plans and feature details of Grammarly: https://www.grammarly.com/plans (accessed
on January 9, 2023)
12Sample feedback: https://www.ipassielts.com/images/uploads/Nuri_GDP_growth_
web.pdf

https://www.grammarly.com/plans
https://www.ipassielts.com/images/uploads/Nuri_GDP_growth_web.pdf
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Table 2: Comparison ofwriting performance betweenMTand
noMT. TA=Task achievement; CC=Coherence and cohesion;
LR=Lexical resource; GRA=Grammatical range and accuracy.
Total is the sumof those criteria. Each value is themean score
of the participant’s writings, and the value in parentheses is
the standard deviation. The values in parentheses for groups
are headcounts.

Group TA CC LR GRA Total

MT (15) 2.5 (1.1) 6.2 (1.1) 6.7 (1.3) 7.5 (0.9) 22.9 (3.7)
noMT (6) 2.7 (0.5) 6.2 (1.7) 7.0 (1.5) 7.5 (0.6) 23.3 (4.0)

of the tool. Therefore, for RQ3, we asked, for example, “when did
you use Langsmith and why did you use it at that time?”, “what
features were good or bad when you used the system?”, and “would
you like to continue to use Langsmith, and why?” In addition, since
using Langsmith alongside other tools may affect the usefulness or
value of Langsmith, we asked, for instance, “what are the forms of
assistance that Langsmith can provide that other tools can’t, and
vice versa?”

The recorded interviews were transcribed using an automatic-
transcription tool. The transcripts were then reviewed and corrected
by the first author. We identified themes in the transcripts using
an inductive approach [6]. Two authors separately analyzed one-
third of the transcripts and sorted them into meaningful categories,
while identifying relationships between the themes and looking
for salient themes. The same two authors then iteratively checked
and elaborated on their codes until agreement and saturation were
reached. Then, the first author coded the rest of the transcripts.

7 FINDINGS
We report on the participants’ writing performance and subse-
quently present our findings organized around our three research
questions. When presenting quotations from participants, their ID
numbers include an “-MT” or “-noMT” suffix according to whether
that person used MT during the writing process.

Writing Performance. The average number of words produced in
the two tasks was almost identical: 161 words (𝑆𝐷 = 13.6, range:
131-186) for the bar-graph task and 165 words (𝑆𝐷 = 17.1, range:
125-209) for the table task. Two participants, P10-MT and P12-MT,
took more than 30 minutes on both of their tasks, yet failed to
reach the 150-word goal on either. The participant’s score for each
of the four dimensions of writing performance was the sum of
the relevant iPassIELTS-assigned item scores across both writing
tasks. As indicated by the scores presented in Table 2, there were
no significant differences between theMT and noMT groups in any
writing-quality dimension.

7.1 NNESs’ writing methods (RQ1)
This section describes the noMT andMT groups’ respective writing
methods — how they used Langsmith and MT in their writing
process (RQ1) — based on 1) our observations of the participants’
screen recordings, and 2) the interview data.

7.1.1 Usage of the MT during writing. MT was used by 15 of the
21 participants during writing tasks. Notably, all beginner (A1) and
elementary English level participants (A2) used MT, while advanced
(C1) and professional level (C2) participants did not use MT. Out
of the 15 participants, 13 used forward translation to some degree.
Six drafted the full text in Japanese and forward-translated it into
English, and seven others drafted the text in Japanese for some parts
and in English for others, and forward-translated the Japanese parts
into English. Back-translation, on the other hand, was used by 10
participants, eight of whom also used forward-translation. In most
cases, these participants would back-translate their English text
into Japanese after refining it with Langsmith.

7.1.2 Writing methods.

noMT group. All participants in the noMT group created the draft
themselves, entirely in English, and revised it with Langsmith. Some
of them occasionally searched the Web using Japanese keywords,
referred to Japanese-English dictionaries when encountering diffi-
culty expressing certain concepts in English. They also consulted a
thesaurus or an English-Japanese dictionary when a word or phrase
they had written in English seemed inappropriate or unclear. As
P4-noMT noted,

“I don’t think about the text in Japanese when writing
scientific papers.”

MT group. In contrast, all participants in the MT group revealed
in their interviews that they used the MT technology regularly, i.e.,
not only for the writing tasks of this study. As P18-MT explained:

“I use machine translation almost all the time, except
for expressions that come up many times or that I use
often. So I think I rely on the machine translation 80%
of the time when I write in English.”

Many (13/15) participants in the MT group created the drafts with
forward-translation, and then revised them by repeating Langsmith
and back-translation. They also occasionally edited the English text
by themselves after back-translation. However, two (P1-MT and
P6-MT) never edited the English text by themselves. Instead, those
two participants rewrote the source Japanese text and repeated the
process of forward-translation, Langsmith, and back-translation
until a back-translation result (in Japanese) that they were comfort-
able with appeared. These participants seemed to follow a similar
practice (i.e., repeat forward and backward translations) in their
daily English academic writing:

“I usually draft some Japanese text, translate it into
English using DeepL, and then translate it back into
Japanese, again using DeepL. I check to see whether the
Japanese is properly translated, and if it is not, I look
at what is wrong and correct the sentences one by one.”
(P1-MT)

7.1.3 Summary of findings (RQ1). NNES participants who did not
use MT during the writing process rarely used tools other than
Langsmith to revise their English text. However, those who used
MT in the writing process often wrote sentences in their first lan-
guage (Japanese) and translated them into English. After refining
the English with Langsmith, they further back-translated it and
evaluated its validity. These results show that NNESs who use MT
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in conjunction with Langsmith to write English texts make creative
use of MT’s forward- and back-translations in combination, before
and after using the rewriting tool.

7.2 NNESs’ assessment of rewriting suggestions
(RQ2)

To explore NNESs’ decision-making on whether/how they adopt
Langsmith’s suggestions (RQ2), we first examined video recordings
to assess what other tools were used to verify Langsmith’s output.
Then, we conducted a thematic analysis of NNESs’ interview quotes
and identified their assessment strategies.

7.2.1 Usage of other tools to check Langsmith output. Table 3 lists
the tools used by the participants to verify Langsmith’s output.
To explore NNESs’ decision-making on whether/how they adopt
Langsmith’s suggestions, we first examined video recordings to
assess what other tools were used to verify the suggestions. If the
other tool was used after reviewing with Langsmith, we considered
that to be an assessment of Langsmith’s suggestion. In the MT
group, 10/15 participants used MT for back-translation, 3/15 used
web search, 2/15 used a grammatical error correction tool, and 4/15
used no tools. In the noMT group, on the other hand, 2/6 used web
search, 1/6 used grammatical error correction tool, and 3/6 used
no tools. This indicates that one of the main use of MT was to
back-translate Langsmith’s output, while noMT group members
were more likely to assess the output for themselves.

7.2.2 Assessment strategies. From the interview analysis, we iden-
tified four strategies by which the NNESs assessed Langsmith’s
writing suggestions. These were by consulting 1) Langsmith’s typi-
cality score, 2) back-translation, 3) web search results, and 4) their
own English knowledge. According to the interviewees, search
engines were used to check the meaning or usage of unclear words.
Table 4 lists the percentages of interviewees from MT and noMT
groups who claimed to adopt each of these assessment strategies.
In the MT group, 9/9 claimed their judgments were shaped by the
typicality score, 6/9 by back-translation, 2/9 by web search, and 3/9
by their own English knowledge. In the noMT group, on the other
hand, 3/5 claimed their judgments were informed by typicality
score, 2/5 by web search, and 2/5 by their own English knowledge.
Overall, members of both groups seemed to rely on the typical-
ity scores provided by Langsmith. However, members of the MT
group seemed to rely more on system-generated suggestions (by
the typicality scores provided by Langsmith or back-translations)
than members of the noMT group. Specific insights gained from the
interviews with members of the noMT andMT groups are reported
below.

noMT group. Members of the noMT group generally appeared
to decide whether or not to accept Langsmith’s suggestions based
on their own preferences. Although some referred to the system-
provided typicality score, they did not seem to regard it as particu-
larly important. As P13-noMT put it, “I noticed there was a chart on
the right side [i.e., typicality score], but I didn’t pay much attention
to it.” They referred to the typicality scores only when they were
not sure about their own decisions. As P3-noMT commented:

“I could usually narrow it down to about one or two
sentences, because even if I got many sentences, some

of them were a bit different from what I really wanted
to say. In the end, when it comes down to about two
choices and I cannot decide which one to choose, I would
refer to the credibility section on the right-hand side.”

Members of the noMT group reported both advantages and disad-
vantages of using the typicality score to assess Langsmith’s sugges-
tions. Somemembers of the noMT group reported that the typicality
score allowed them to avoid having to rely on MT, and that they
could keep their thoughts in English while writing, which was an
advantage. As P3-noMT stated,

“I think it’s more efficient to keep it in English when
revising something written in English.”

However, P20-noMT reported a negative effect of using the typ-
icality score, that it discouraged deeply engaging with the text
itself.

“In a way, it seemed as if the level of my revision was
becoming increasingly shallow. At first, I was compar-
ing not only the typicality of the text with my original
text, but by the end of the project, I felt like I was un-
consciously or without thinking looking for text with a
high typicality score.”

MT group. Members of theMT group tended to regard the typical-
ity scores as more important than their no-MT group counterparts.
Some MT members simply adopted the system proposal with the
highest typicality score without checking it. For example, P1-MT
stated that he was unsure of his English proficiency and thought the
machine judgment was better than his own. Some others expressed
a belief that Langsmith’s suggestions with smaller typicality scores
were completely unworthy of consideration. P18-MT explained,

“I only looked at the top three or four. I didn’t look at
the bottom of the suggestions because their typicality
bars were so small that I didn’t think I needed to look
at them.”

However, this is not to suggest thatMT group members completely
trusted Langsmith’s typicality scores. Rather, they relied on them
due to a perceived lack of any other means of assessment.

“I can’t judge whether it sounds fluent or not because I’m
not a native speaker. I had my doubts about whether the
sentence was really fluent, but I selected it.” (P16-MT)

Another characteristic strategy adopted by MT group members
was back-translation using MT. All participants who stated that
they ever used back-translation also back-translated their task text
after using Langsmith. Mostly, they said they did this to ensure
that Langsmith’s output did not contain evident errors or evidently
missing information, as it was more efficient for them to check it
in Japanese. P10-MT noted,

“I tried it in DeepL first, and if something looked strange,
I checked the English text myself.”

Some participants also guessed the quality of English sentences
provided by Langsmith from the quality of back-translated Japanese.
They believed that if their MT could translate system-produced
English into error-free Japanese, the English would also be error-
free.
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Table 3: Tools used to check suggestions, identified from the video recordings. The values are headcounts.

MT (Back-translation) Web Search Grammar Checker Nothing

MT (15) 10 3 2 4
noMT (6) - 2 1 3

Table 4: Suggestion assessment strategies identified via thematic analysis. The values are headcounts.

Typicality Back-translation Web Search Own proficiency

MT (9) 9 6 2 3
noMT (5) 3 - 2 2

7.2.3 Summary of RQ2 findings. To summarize, the participants’
use of various tools for determining Langsmith’s output was consis-
tent with previous research findings that indicated NNESs rely on
other resources to checkMT results Liebling et al. [33]. Furthermore,
MT group members tended to assign importance to Langsmith’s
typicality scores and were likely to use back-translation to make
judgments.

7.3 NNESs’ overall assessment of the rewriting
tool (RQ3)

To address RQ3, we conducted a thematic analysis of the interview
quotes and identified the factors shaping their overall tool assess-
ment. “Perceived quality of suggestions” refers to statements where
users assessed Langsmith’s suggestions to be good and helpful. In
particular, participants referred to times when they believed the
best suggestion was the one with the highest typicality score. Sim-
ilarly, “variety of suggestions” refers to cases where participants
expressed that being presented with multiple, diverse suggestions
was helpful to their writing.

By contrast, negative influences on the overall tool assessment
included instances when participants identified “obvious errors
in suggestions,” such as incorrect changes to proper nouns or the
removal of important content. In addition, “negative assessments
of typicality score” pertained to cases where participants indicated
that the typicality score did not aid in assessing the quality of the
suggestions. These and other findings are discussed in more detail
below.

noMT group. All interviewees (𝑛 = 5) in the noMT group men-
tioned “perceived quality of suggestions” and “variety of sugges-
tions” as positive factors. For example, P20-noMT said, “I thought
it was a nice tool because it changed words and sentences for the
better.” Some expressed appreciation for the fact that they could
select and mix system-generated expressions according to their
own preferences. As P5-noMT explained,

“I combined the first one with the third one and so on. I
also kept what I wanted to keep from my writing, but
used some of Langsmith’s suggestions that I thought
were better. I liked the fact that I could combine multiple
suggestions.” (P5-noMT)

On the other hand, as negative factors, 1/5 of interviewees in the
noMT group mentioned “obvious errors in suggestions”. In addition,
2/5 of interviewees mentioned “negative assessments of typicality
score.” In particular, both of these participants referred to times
when their own text appeared at the top of the suggestions, i.e.,
when they do not get the suggestions with higher typicality than
their own sentence.

“When my writing reaches the highest typicality score,
I wonder if there is anything more to do.” (P20-noMT)

This was described as unsatisfying because they were not content
with their own sentence, and expected Langsmith to provide a
suggestion with a higher typicality score.

However, interestingly, a few participants in the noMT group
expressed positive assessment in Langsmith, evenwhen it contained
obvious errors or made low-quality suggestions. For example, P4-
noMT expressed so much confidence in Langsmith that when they
discovered errors, they attributed them to their own writing rather
than blaming the software:

“My experience was that when I typed in longer sen-
tences, I had the impression that Langsmith returned
suggestions that didn’t make much sense, so I figured
that my sentence was too long to make sense in the first
place.” (P4-noMT)

These quotes indicate that participants who were able to produce
English sentences on their own were often able to evaluate and
take advantage of the various suggestions generated by Langsmith.

MT group. 4/9 of the interviewees in the MT group mentioned
“perceived quality of suggestions” as a positive factor, such as P11-
MT, who said, “I thought it was a great tool because it was so
accurate.” In addition, P18-MT described feeling reassured when
their own writing had a high typicality score:

“It was a relief when I received a high score from Lang-
smith for a text that I thought was good and that I had
written or machine-translated myself.”

8/9 in this group mentioned “variety of suggestions” as a positive
factor. However, some commented that it was difficult to select
appropriate suggestions and/or to modify them as needed:

“If there was a big change, I wondered whether the
sentence is weird, which gives me a chance to think
about where to fix it. But since I am unable to fix it,
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I’m unsure of whether I’m making the right choice.”
(P12-MT)

Thus, as described in Section 7.2, MT group participants turned
to typicality scores to help them select among Langsmith’s vari-
ous suggestions. Although many participants in both groups (5/5
in noMT and 8/9 in MT ) indicated that they appreciated having
multiple suggestions, the role of those suggestions seemed to vary
between groups. While the nuanced interpretation and combina-
tion of multiple suggestions were demonstrated by the noMT group,
someMT groupmembers said they simply appreciatedmultiple sug-
gestions as a backup in case they did not prefer the top suggestion.
As P16-MT put it,

“If there were only one suggestion and I was told that
it was the best one, I would not be able to do anything
about it, even if it looked weird. Langsmith gave me
about seven suggestions, so I could look at them from
the top down, and if a suggestion seemed wrong, I could
choose the next one. I think it was a good feature.”

8/9 of the interviewees in the MT group also voiced problems
with clear discrepancies between Langsmith’s suggestions and the
text they had prepared (“obvious errors in suggestions”), which
was rarely noted by their noMT group counterparts. For example,
P8-MT said, “[After using Langsmith,] there are parts that disap-
pear, and it is difficult to re-check and correct them, so I had to be
careful when using the tool.” In particular, some of those who used
back-translation commented that they could not identify errors
when examining Langsmith’s suggestions themselves. However,
they described noticing errors via back-translation, i.e., when they
appeared in Japanese, and said this caused them to have a negative
impression of Langsmith’s suggestions.

“At first, I fixed each sentence with Langsmith. I thought,
‘Oh, that’s good work,’ and then put it into DeepL and
translated it into Japanese. But then I noticed something
was missing [because of Langsmith].” (P1-MT)

Furthermore, 4/9 of MT group interviewees mentioned “negative
assessments of typicality score.” As discussed in Section 7.2, all inter-
viewees in the MT group stated that they assessed the suggestions
by the typicality score. However, as also discussed in Section 7.2,
this does not suggest that they completely believed the suggestion
or its score; rather, they used the suggestion with caution. This
caution seemed to be associated with the user’s feeling that they
generally could not assess the suggestions on their own. P10-MT
said,

“I don’t know how far I could go to modify it, and in the
end I’m not even sure which one was the best. I thought it
(Langsmith) was nice because it made drastic revisions,
but on the other hand, I felt that I was not sure about
the high typicality score.”

For the typicality score to be useful in assessing a suggestion’s
quality, users themselves need to be able to assess the suggestion.
Otherwise, the user may not be convinced or judge the suggestions
properly, but may instead be confused or just follow the score.

7.3.1 Summary of RQ3 findings. We identified four factors that
affected the overall assessment of the rewriting tool. Comparing the
MT and noMT groups in terms of these factors, we found several

differences. “Perceived quality of suggestions” was mentioned by all
interviewees in the noMT group (5/5) but less often by interviewees
in the MT group (4/9). Both groups mentioned the “diversity of
suggestions,” but there were differences in the reasons for appre-
ciating diversity. In addition, many of the interviewees in the MT
group mentioned Langsmith’s obvious errors, and this was often
found following back-translation. These suggest that those in the
MT group have higher expectations for the accuracy of the tool
than those in the noMT group.

8 DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
8.1 NNESs’ writing strategies and evaluation

within the dynamics of multiple tools
Existing research makes conflicting arguments and suggestions
about NNES’s use of MT in academic writing. While some studies
recommend that NNESs not draft in their native languages nor use
MT when writing papers [49, 50], recent studies [2, 30, 32, 47] claim
that the use of MT can improve NNESs’ writing and also provides
educational benefits [31].

Our findings show that many of our participants created their ini-
tial drafts in their native language. They further seem to imply that
the use of MT is widespread and highly trusted by Japanese NNESs,
even in academic writing. We have drawn a few implications from
this finding, which we outline below.

Most prior studies on user interactionswithAI-powered (re)writing
tools [3, 29] based their analyses on tool logs. However, this may not
be appropriate for understanding the writing behavior of NNESs,
given the variety of their tool-use behaviors that we observed. For
example, our findings show that the text input of rewriting tools
may not necessarily be drafted by the user, but rather the output
of other tools (e.g., MT). Therefore, we encourage future develop-
ers and evaluators of writing-support systems for NNESs to adopt
research designs that comprehensively observe the writing process.

8.2 Provide comprehensive support
As described above, when working with Langsmith to produce
academic English writing, participating Japanese NNESs relied on
several other tools and frequently switched among various appli-
cations and websites. In particular, eight participants in the MT
group switched back and forth between MT and Langsmith. How-
ever, continuous switching between applications can increase one’s
workload and make it more difficult to focus [42]. Thus, evaluating
AI-generated suggestions using additional software may be more
demanding than optimal.

Consequently, editors that integrate frequently combined writ-
ing support tools may help NNESs write more effectively and with
greater focus. One way to achieve this goal is to develop an inte-
grated, all-in-one writing environment like Word or Google Docs.
In fact, this direction is accelerating with the addition of writing
support tools for Google Docs that use language models.13 How-
ever, the development cost of such an integrated editor comes is
high.

Another direction is to develop plug-ins for existing editors and
browsers. This possibility can help users build a comprehensive

13https://blog.google/technology/ai/ai-developers-google-cloud-workspace/

https://blog.google/technology/ai/ai-developers-google-cloud-workspace/
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writing environment by selecting the extensions they want to use.
The more modest ambition of this direction also has the advantage
of providing a call to action for smaller entities (e.g., researchers)
that can create plug-ins but do not have the resources to build an
integrated environment. To mitigate the risk of conflicts that are
common in plug-in ecosystems [34], it will be valuable to establish
technical standards for writing support tools [e.g., 19].

Furthermore, for comprehensive support, it is not enough to
simply provide multiple functions simultaneously. Rather, the way
in which multiple functions are integrated is an important design
challenge to be addressed in the future. Appropriately combining
multiple functions is expected to reduce user workload and facilitate
appropriate decision-making on the part of the user. In the following
sections, we discuss detailed design challenges suggested by our
findings.

8.3 Back-translation by MT tools should warn
about erroneous input

NNESs who faced challenges in evaluating the tool’s suggestions
appeared to utilize back-translation to assess the efficacy of the sug-
gestions. Back-translation has actually been hailed as an effective
strategy for MT-output assessment [33, 38]. For example, recent
work on MT for outbound translations — i.e., ones in which the
translation is into a language unknown to the MT user — reported
that back-translation increased user confidence [57]. However, such
use of MT may not always be effective. In fact, a majority of MT
research has focused on improving translation robustness, even
when NNESs make some errors in their original text [1]. This means
that MT (including back-translation) can often correctly translate
texts containing errors, e.g., by translating a phrase like “I has pen”
into a grammatically correct translation. Such automatic correction
of the original text suggests that use of MT is inappropriate to
evaluate the correctness of the original text [50]. Ultimately, eval-
uating AI suggestions is not a main application of MT and is not
well-studied. Using back-translation for this purpose may require
new approaches, including improvements in aspects other than
robustness. For example, if there are errors in the source English
text, MT may need to warn the users instead of smoothing over the
errors to translate it into Japanese. More simply, by making sure
to apply a grammatical error correction before applying a back-
translation, and having the user check the results before applying
the back-translation, errors are less likely to be missed. Further, to
help NNESs correctly assess the appropriateness of English text,
metrics for text quality evaluation such as Langsmith’s typicality
score are important.

8.4 Prevent users from overly trusting machine
scores

In addition to the usage of back-translation, numerous participants
in ourMT group selected system-generated English sentences based
on their typicality scores, and some ignored sentences that were
assigned low scores. One member in the noMT group also reported
subconscious pressure to act according to typicality scores, which
made his own elaboration more shallow. Although these numerical
indicators provide a useful basis for NNESs’ judgments, they also ap-
pear to have become an obstacle to NNESs checking the AI-powered

tool’s suggestions for themselves. Specifically, although “typical-
ity” is a useful metric for writing text that matches the writing
style in the training corpus, it may discourage users from selecting
less typical suggestions, regardless of their quality for conveying
the author’s intended message. This finding encourages further
research on the explanations and feedback for NNESs. For example,
providing feedback in natural language on the reasons for correc-
tions [39] or actual examples of phrases and expressions [26] might
be worthwhile. How to integrate such techniques into rewriting
tools, and how displays can help NNESs assess suggestions is a
future design challenge.

8.5 Produce a variety of suggestions
When assessing Langsmith, many participants mentioned diverse
output as a positive aspect of the tool. In particular, many partici-
pants in the noMT group combined multiple suggestions to produce
a final sentence. Furthermore, MT group members indicated that
they liked having multiple suggestions to choose from. However,
participants in the MT group also faced difficulty assessing sug-
gestions, indicating that diversity and quality must be balanced to
support NNES users.

Langsmith uses an algorithm called diverse beam search [48] to
achieve diverse outputs by adding noise to the probability distribu-
tion of the model’s outputs. Due to the nature of the algorithm, high
noise strength produces a variety of outputs, but also increases the
probability that some suggestions are less appropriate than others.
Several studies have been conducted on other algorithms to achieve
diverse outputs, but many of them have also yielded slower or de-
graded performance [21, 36]. Evaluating diversity is not technically
easy, and few NLP tasks have added diversity to their evaluation
criteria [46]. Our findings highlight the need for further research
on the improvement of algorithms and evaluation of models when
such diversity is a goal.

It is also possible to generate diversity by using multiple rewrit-
ing models or tools instead of just one. However, simply increasing
diversity and showing more suggestions will likely burden the
user’s assessment of the outputs, or, even worse, cause some sug-
gestions to be ignored. Displaying suggestions in various formats is
another design challenge. As an example, instead of always showing
multiple outputs, it might be more appropriate to display additional
examples only when the model confidence level is low or the user
indicates dissatisfaction.

8.6 Implications for other generative AI tools
Recently, generative AI models are increasing in sophistication
and ubiquity, including large language models (LLMs), such as
ChatGPT. Several of the implications discussed above regarding
rewriting tools are also relevant to generative AI models in a broad
perspective.

Although generative AI tools have rapidly improved in perfor-
mance, they still sometimes generate erroneous results that are
“nonsensical or unfaithful to the provided source content” (often
called “hallucinations”) [24]. Due to the increased fluency of gen-
erated texts, it has become more difficult to detect hallucinations
or other non-optimal suggestions. In many cases, generative AI
systems are used precisely because users lack sufficient subject
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expertise to generate content themselves, meaning that these users
are also likely to struggle to effectively evaluate the generated con-
tent. While we demonstrated such a phenomenon in the context
of NNESs evaluating English writing suggestions, the same also
applies in common use cases such as asking questions and asking
for information about unfamiliar topics. Thus, it is important to
research new ways to help people evaluate content produced by
generative AIs.

One of the most common tools for helping people evaluate AI-
generated responses is quantitative scores, indicating the confi-
dence of the model or the quality using automatic evaluation met-
rics in each suggestion [51, 55, 56]. However, even though users in
the present study regarded the typicality score as useful, some felt it
pushed them toward shallow interpretations, rather than consider-
ing the text deeply. Further, this sort of automatic evaluation metric
often relies on a ground-truth against which generated content can
be compared, which may not be readily accessible or interpretable
in many applications [35, 45]. In that situation, many in our study
relied on other AI tools, such as MT, as we have discussed. NNESs’
integration of MT with Langsmith demonstrates how complemen-
tary AI systemsmay be integrated to improve the comprehensibility
of each. Specifically, MT was not used to provide a quantitative
score or a definitive rating but rather to provide additional con-
text to help users understand AI-generated text. Researchers have
demonstrated that innovative interfaces can help users understand
the mechanisms and outputs of AI systems [18, 40, 51], demon-
strating an important role for HCI and UIST researchers. Thus, the
development of interfaces that integrate multiple AI systems to
provide comprehensive support is important not only for rewriting
tools, but also for other generative AI systems in which compre-
hensibility is a pressing challenge.

9 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Our study has several limitations that should be the focus of future
research.

First, the participants in our main study had never previously
used Langsmith, and their usual writing practices may be different
from the ones observed in our study. Furthermore, the participants
were not allowed to use paper dictionaries and any other tools that
could not appear on-screen (including secondary digital devices).
This may have created further deviation from their commonwriting
practice. Therefore, we hope to conduct future research over a
longer period and in more realistic settings.

Second, we analyzed NNESs’ behavior based on their writing
process, specifically by dividing them into two groups according to
whether they used MT. This allowed us to examine the impact of
MT use on the rewriting process. There was some evidence that,
compared to NNES with higher English proficiency, those with
lower proficiency begin their writing less frequently in a second
language [5] and employ MT more often [47]. Meanwhile, other
HCI scholars have found that NNES may leverage MT for various
English tasks regardless of their proficiency level [17, 52]. Taken
together, this literature encourages future studies to examine the
latent variables that shape an NNES’s choice or strategy of MT
use. Furthermore, since we targeted only Japanese researchers and

students, there are limitations with respect to generalization; for ex-
ample, there may be MT errors specific to the Japanese language. A
more comprehensive study of NNESs would necessarily involve par-
ticipants with a wider array of linguistic, cultural, and occupational
backgrounds.

Finally, this is a case study based on Langsmith alone. While
we believe that our findings will guide the future development of
AI-powered writing-support systems for NNESs, research focused
on other NLP models and interfaces could contradict our findings.
Therefore, we emphasize the need for ongoing research as this
technology develops.

10 CONCLUSION
We examined how one AI-powered writing-support tool, Lang-
smith, was used and perceived by NNES Japanese researchers in
the context of English-language paper writing. We first investigated
what other tools are used for this purpose and found that many
participants supplemented their use of rewriting tools with MT.
Further, we conducted a user study and interviews with these re-
searchers to understand how they assessed Langsmith’s rewriting
suggestions and what factors they use to form an overall assessment
of the tool.

Our results suggest that the NNESs who used MT tended to rely
on sources of information other than their personal English profi-
ciency to evaluate the English output of an AI-powered rewriting
support tool. Probably as a consequence, we observed that they
tended to discover errors in the rewriting tool’s suggestions at a
relatively late stage in their writing tasks, and that their overall
assessment of the tool plummeted upon noticing evident errors.

In summary, the results of this study imply that interaction be-
tween NNESs with relatively low English proficiency and the focal
AI-powered writing tool may be restricted by a language barrier.
While AI-powered writing tools may help them become aware of
new words and expressions, reliable verification processes remain
time-consuming and expensive. Moreover, the study revealed how
NNESs use multiple tools to compensate for their limited English
skills when assessing AI-powered rewriting suggestions. This find-
ing highlights the fact that users’ perceptions and behaviors when
using AI-based tools are influenced not only by the tools themselves,
but also by the simultaneous use of other tools. Our study suggests
that to benefit NNESs, a multilingual clue set should be provided
by the interface of one tool or through an integrated workflow
involving multiple tools. We hope our results will motivate both
the HCI and NLP research communities to take up the challenge of
developing writing-support tools specifically for NNESs.
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